
M E M B E R  B E N E F I T S

C-SUITE
NETWORK

Accelerate your business success in
today's digital economy. 



Grow Your
Network
(Faster)

Mixers
Events
Interviews
Workshops

The strength of
your network is 
 the heart of your
business... 

Monthly Events:

The fastest way to grow your
connections is to attend networking
events. C-Suite Network provides
monthly networking opportunities to
keep you informed and connected
with other business leaders like you. 

Gain access to our community where
you can network and interact with
executives on the same journey
growing their business and influence. 

C-Suite  Network members focus on
how to overcome the obstacles 
 growing a business in today's fast-
paced landscape.

Take part and connect in on-going
forum discussions at any time. Or, you
can reach out to the Concierge team
to make a direct introduction to an
individual member.



Peer 
Council

Surround yourself with a dedicated
group of like-minded peers to lift
you higher and provide mission
critical feedback to your business. 

Finding an intimate group of peers
who have the expertise you’re looking
for can be challenging. 

C-Suite Network Councils are private,
invite-only, networking groups that 
 meet regularly  feedback on new
ideas and questions on a specific
interest or industry. 

Surround yourself with a designated
peer group who are going to elevate
you higher. 

To discover what peer groups are
currently available visit:
https://c-suitenetwork.com/councils/



Publish
Content

You can't move up if you don't stand out! 

Leverage the C-Suite's Network authority
and platform to establish yourself as a
thought leader.
                          Articles  - Podcasts  - Video 

Host and publish content from your
Contributor Dashboard that goes live
on the C-Suite Network website,
distribution channels (podcasting and
video streaming), along with the C-
Suite Network newsletter email
distribution list.

Publishing articles provides great
SEO search and discoverability by
back-linking articles to drive traffic to
your website. 

Podcast Hosting and Advertising:
In additional to publishing articles,
Contributors can host and publish
content on C-Suite Radio, a dedicated
business podcast network (podcast
support and advertising included).
 

Advisor listing
Article distribution
Podcast hosting 
Podcast advertising
Video hosting and distribution
Marketing events/insights

Establish yourself as an authority in
your field and take advantage of your
contributor status.

Expand your reach and connect with
a digital audience with your content
with the support and momentum of a
shared business network, reach, and
audience. 

Contributor Benefits:



Member
Resources
Members have full access to business resources only available to the C-Suite
Network community. Discover pre-made tools to help run your business.
Access an entire library of operational resources from business and marketing
plans. Unlock templates for sales forecasts, meeting agendas, commission
templates,  budgets and more!  



Executive
Membership

Contributor
Services

Peer-to-Peer 
 Councils

Advisor listing
Article distribution
Podcast hosting &
support
Podcast advertising
Video hosting and
distribution
Marketing
events/insights

Private peer group
Peer counsel & advice

MEMBER SERVICES

There are three ways to engage with the C-Suite Network community and
benefits. Below is a summary of the 3 core membership subscriptions. Contact
conceirge@c-suitenetwork.com to learn more about our private peer councils. 

Live Customer
Support Concierge
Monthly networking
events
Business Templates &
Resources



Community

Counsel

Content

Commerce

Access a community of like-
minded business executives to
grow your network.

Gain expert knowledge and
counsel from other business
executives.

Host and publish expert content
on a dedicated business media 
 network. 

Increase sales opportunities via
marketplace monetization. 

The C-Suite Network™ platform is dedicated to accelerating success of
business leaders, by delivering economies of scale for businesses to streamline
and create maximum efficiencies through the delivery of… 

C-SUITE PLATFORM



Grow Your
Network


